Introduction

There are three antenna mounting kit configurations, Standard, Heavy Duty and Industrial. The Heavy Duty and Industrial kits offer a choice of either a 16 or a 24 inch extension arm.

Standard Antenna Mounting Kit (BRKT-70661-01R)

Heavy Duty Antenna Mounting Kit (BRKT-70662-01R and BRKT-70663-01R)

Industrial Antenna Mounting Kit (BRKT-70664-01R and BRKT-70665-01R)

Mounting

The antenna mounting kits have four 1/4 inch holes to facilitate mounting. Use standard 1/4 inch hardware that is appropriate for the mounting surface. Mount the brackets to provide the best possible signal access. Exercise care not to drill mounting holes that may cause unintended equipment damage. To mount the antenna mounting kit:

1. Use the mounting template (back of this QRG) to mark the appropriate hole pattern.
2. Prepare the mounting surface using pilot holes, mollys, etc. that are appropriate for the mounting surface. This hardware is not provided in the mounting kit.
3. Attach the Swivel Joint (for the Standard kit) or the Extension Arm (for the Heavy duty or Industrial kits) to the mounting surface.
4. Attach the remaining swivel bases, swivel plates, swivel joints and the mounting plate as shown for each of the mounting kits.